
Perfecting Top Quality Healthy Chinese Shar-Pei Puppies with Amazing Temperament for 
Families Everywhere! 

Email: zealousbluechinesesharpeis@gmail.com 

252-820-5515 

3-Year Genetic Health Guarantee Contract for Pet Companion 

Agreement 

Buyer(s):______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address:______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Email:_____________________________________________________ Phone:_____________________________________________________  

Full Price:________________________________ Deposit:________________________________ Payment type:_________________________ 

Description of Puppy: Sex:___________________ Color:________________________________ Coat Type:______________________________  

AKC Number:___________________________________DOB:_____________________ Health Guarantee:______________________________ 

Dam:_______________________________________________________ Sire:_____________________________________________________  

 

Reservations: To reserve your pick puppy a non-refundable $300 deposit is required to be paid prior to 

adoption. This reserves your puppy until your puppy is 8 weeks of age and will be deducted from the total 

purchase price. We under NO circumstance give refunds, however if you change you mind prior to your puppy 

turning 6 weeks of age your deposit can be transferred to a different puppy or a future litter. 

 

Requirements of Sale: *Buyer MUST Initial (MUST BE COMPLETED AFTER SENDING DEPOSIT) 

1)______ Buyer understands that Breeder does not give any kind of refund under any circumstances. 

2)______ Buyer agrees to stay in touch and update breeder at least every 3 months with pictures of the puppy 

until the dog is 1 year of age and then yearly there afterwards. Throughout the puppy’s life buyer agrees to notify 

breeder of any changes in address or phone numbers and new progress of the dog. Should anything happen to the 

dog, Buyer agrees to notify the breeder immediately.  

3)______ Buyer agrees to always keep the dog inside of a clean and well-kept indoor environment with heat and 

air as well as fresh food and clean water available. 

4)______ Buyer agrees to provide all age appropriate vaccines including rabies, worming’s, and vet care on a 

routine basis. Buyer understands that the rabies vaccine is the responsibility of the Buyer and should be done 

between age 6-9 months of the puppy. YOUR PUPPY WILL NOT HAVE A RABIES VACCINE PRIOR. 

5)______ Buyer agrees to NEVER sell, giveaway, or transfer ownership of the dog prior to contacting the Breeder 

for first option of receiving the dog back. 

mailto:zealousbluechinesesharpeis@gmail.com


 

6)______ Buyer understands and AGREES that communicable diseases and parasites are NOT covered under the 

Genetic Health Guarantee. Buyer understands that the puppy will be dewormed at 2,4, and 6 weeks of age using 

Safe Guard. 

7)______ Buyer agrees that by adopting a puppy from Zealous Blue Shar-Pei, Buyer assumes ALL responsibility and 

Zealous Blue Shar-Pei will in NO WAY be responsible for any injury or damages caused by the dog. 

8)______ Buyer understands and accepts that deposits and any payments sent for the dog are non-refundable. 

9)______ Buyer understands and accepts that Breeder makes NO guarantee regarding size, color, quality, lifespan, 

or disposition of dog and only gives best judgement based on parents and size of puppy. 

10)______ Buyer agrees to Spay/Neuter the dog by 6 months of age, provide proof to Breeder before the dog 

turns one, and to never breed the dog. 

11)______ Buyer agrees to purchase PawTrees Organic Food (Any Flavor) & Paw Pairing Seasoning (Any Flavor) as 

well as the Immune System Supporting NUVET Plus Wafers prior to their puppy leaving Breeder. 

Breeder will stay in touch and ask that the Buyer follow up and provide updates throughout the puppy’s life. This 

helps to ensure that the Breeder continues to produce genetically healthy, great-quality puppies with consistent 

updates from puppy buyers and your help is greatly appreciated. If breeder ever determines with proof that there 

is neglect or abuse of ANY kind, then breeder has the full right to immediately regain ownership of the dog and 

Buyers loses all money invested and rights. If the legal system is involved the buyer will also be fully responsible for 

ALL legal fees involved and incurred from the actions as well as $5,000 in liquidation damages. The Breeders 

lifelong promise to the buyer is that at any time the buyer is not able to care for the dog that the breeder will 

accept the dog back with no questions asked.  

Genetic Health Guarantee Agreement 

We guarantee that all vaccinations and worming medications are current as stated on the provided 

Vaccination/Worming Schedule provided for you. Buyer agrees that the puppy is provided in perfect health at the 

time of sale. A vet visit within 3 business days unless otherwise agreed upon in writing of you obtaining the puppy 

is necessary for all guarantees to be valid. This Genetic Health Guarantee Contract is offered for 3 YEAR(s) from the 

date of sale. If this puppy is found to have a life-threatening congenital defect at this exam a replacement puppy of 

equal or lesser value will be given when available (within 12 months) provided that the Breeder is notified with a 

written letter or email stating the genetic defect or major health problem from your veterinarian within 3 business 

days after the exam. The puppy must be returned to the Breeder within 2 Business days after your veterinarian 

contacts Breeder. No expenses or refunds will be the responsibility of the breeder. If the buyer does not take the 

puppy to a licensed veterinarian within 3 business days (or more if agreed upon) from the date of purchase, this 

warranty becomes no good and void. Breeder will NOT be responsible for any veterinarian bills under any 

circumstances. Please remember some disorders may be caused by environmental causes and as such this 

guarantee does not include the following: Injuries incurred after the puppy has left the breeder, kennel cough, 

Respiratory Infections, Fleas, Mites, Coccidia, Giardia, or any other intestinal worms or parasites. This guarantee 

also does not cover Entropion (which can be common in this breed), undescended testicles, uneven bites, hernias, 

class 1 or class 2 heart murmurs, demodectic mange, allergies and other autoimmune system disorders. Eye 

Tacking is NOT covered by this guarantee as it is very common for Shar-Pei puppies to need eye tacking at some 

point. Again Entropion (a rolling inward of the eyelids) caused by excessive skin is NOT covered by this guarantee 

as all Shar-Pei are prone to this by the breed standard. The breeder will not be responsible for illness or health 

problems which are diagnosed after the period set forth in this guarantee. I do guarantee against SHAR-PEI fever 



which is commonly found in the breed. There is no test that determines if a dog has Shar-Pei fever without a 

doubt, however I know the symptoms just as we well as a veterinarian does and if you provide me with proof from 

2 different licensed veterinarians with results from different tests that they performed to determine that the cause 

of your dog’s symptoms is Shar-Pei Fever I will give you a replacement puppy of equal or lesser value within 12 

months in exchange for your dog. This guarantee will ONLY cover against Shar-Pei Fever if you keep this Contract 

up to date and valid following the requirements throughout this entire Health Guarantee. I will also ONLY cover 

against diabetes, pancreatitis and CANCER if you enroll into Paw Tree with me as your consultant and purchase the 

organic dog food and pet food seasoning found on the website regularly and do not switch dog food brands for the 

first THREE years of your puppy’s life. These conditions can be directly linked back to diet and the only dog food 

and products we put our full complete trust in is Paw Trees organic foods and products.  

Paw Tree Information: BE SURE TO ORDER 

Go to: https://shop.pawtree.com/Zealousbluekennels and click on BUILD PAW BOX, choose the items you want to 

order and then go to checkout and click on register new account. (THERE ARE 2 DIFFERENT PUPPY STARTER KITS 

YOU CAN ORDER AND SAVE MONEY) **We only require for you to order dog food and the paw pairing 

seasoning but feel free to shop around on PawTrees website all of their products are amazing.** 

 When ordering you will still see my name at the top left-hand corner, this is ensuring that you are signing up under 

me, you can even enroll in auto order to guarantee that you always have the products on hand when needed. 

Signing up under me will give me record of your orders and guarantee that your puppy is covered for the first 3 

years. Make sure you keep up with your sign in information and always sign in prior to ordering. Proof that you are 

using the products required is proven by emails received from paw Tree corporate. This shows whether you are 

ordering as the breeder recommended or as much as the puppy needed. The buyer MUST order the paw Tree 

products through the link above that the breeder provided in this guarantee. It is extremely important that you do 

it this way because it is the ONLY way the breeder can have proof that you are following the rules and regulations 

of this extended health guarantee. Every time the Buyer places an order with paw Tree the paw Tree corporate 

office notifies the Breeder by email. The Breeder will print this information out and put it in the Buyer's file to keep 

the health guarantee active and current. If the Buyer does NOT want to purchase Paw Tree food and the Paw 

Pairing pet food seasoning OR cancels at any time, then this entire health guarantee will be null and void and the 

buyer will only receive a 6 month health guarantee. Buyer agrees to continue the pet food and pet food seasoning 

which is an immune system building supplement for the first 3 years of the puppy’s life during growth and 

development. Buyer must purchase the first bag of dog food and the first bottle of pet food seasoning before the 

puppy leaves the Breeders home to activate the health guarantee. Paw Tree has many other amazing organic 

products that I highly recommend and use on my own Shar-Pei with amazing results. The best offer is that if you 

add any three qualifying items to your order you get FREE shipping as well. They also offer a 100% guarantee 

satisfaction on their products which most products you find in local stores do not. They have grain free dog food 

you can choose from if you prefer but that is not necessary, ALL their dog foods promise no corn, no wheat and no 

soy and are USA Made. The Real Chicken and Oatmeal Recipe is what your puppy is currently eating. You can also 

find many other items on the website such as Treats, Toys, Collars, Bowls, Health and Wellness products such as 

flea spray and skin support that smells AMAZING. The Skin support product I swear by, it is gentle, natural and has 

proven to provide immediate itch relief of irritated skin. It is made of tea tree oil, aloe Vera and chamomile which 

works to treat and ease the discomfort of environmental allergies, hot spots, abrasions and other skin problems in 

dogs. Another great product is the Wild Alaskan Salmon Oil, I have noticed shinier coats, healthier skin, as well as 

ear and eye health in my Shar-Peis using the Salmon Oil. If you have any questions about ordering or questions 

about products, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

NUVET Information: BE SURE TO ORDER. 



Nuvet Plus Wafers strengthens the immune system, promotes healthy skin and coats, provides 

free radical protection, supports healthy eyes and ears, improves energy, supports a healthy 

digest tract, safe for pets of all ages and is made in the USA since 1977. Nuvet is also 

manufactured in an FDA registered pharmaceutical lab using the highest quality ingredients. We 

require that are puppies remain on Nuvet Plus Wafers for the full 3 years of the puppy’s life in 

order to keep your 3-year health guarantee active. Nuvet is backed by a 60-day 100 % satisfaction 

guarantee if you are not satisfied.  This product must be pre-ordered before your puppy leaves us 

at 8 weeks old. To order go to: www.Nuvet.com or call: 1-800-474-7044. Your Order Code is 

543960. You must use this order code when ordering for us to know that the product is ordered. 

Buyer has Read, Understood, received a copy and agrees to ALL TERMS AND 

CONDITIONS of this contract agreement, including the Worming Schedule of 

Your Puppy that is provided at the time the puppy leaves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Breeder: ______________________________________________________________Date:____________________ 

Buyer: ________________________________________________________________Date: ___________________ 

 

http://www.nuvet.com/

